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Abstract

The Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (pNNL) is developing ~d implementing a .
customer satisfaction assessment program (CSAP) to assess the quality of research and
development provided by the laboratory. This report presents the customer survey
component of the PNNL CSAP. The customer survey questionnaire is composed of two
major sections: Strategic Value and Project Performance. Both sections contain a set of
questions that can be answered with a 5-point Likert scale response. The strategic value

section consists of five questions that are designed to deterinine if a project directly
contributes to critical future national needs. The project Performance section consists of
nine questions designed to determine PNNL performance in meeting customer expectations.
A statistical m~del for customer survey data is developed and this report discusses how to
analyze the data with this model. The properties of the statistical model cti be used to
establish a “gold standard” or performance expectation for the laboratory, =d then to .
assess progress. The gold standard is defied using laboratory management input —
answers to four questions, in te~s of the info~ation obtained from the customer SUPRY:

1.

2.

3.

4.

What should the average Strategic Value be for the laboratory project portfolio?

What Strategic Value interval should include most of the projects in the laboratory
portfolio?

What should average Project Performance be for projects with a Strategic Value of
about 2?

What should average Project Performance be for projects with a Strategic Value of
about 4?

To be able to provide meaningful answers to these questions, the PNNL customer survey
will need to be fully implemented for several years, thus providing a link between
management perceptions of laboratory performance and customer survey data.”
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1 Introduction

The Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)is amulti-program laboratory
operated by Battelle for the United States Department of Energy (DOE). PNNL is one of
the laboratories operated by the DOE ,Ofice of Science. PNNL is tasked with the
development and delivery of technology in environmental science, energy science, health
science and national security. The laboratory employs approximately 3500 stti members.-
and has an operating budget of approximately $500 to $600 million. Battelle strives to
operate the laboratory in the most efficient and effective manner possible and to provide
customers with innovative technical solutions to their most strategic problems. Customer
feedback is a critical factor in identi&ing improvements necessary to meet these goals. This
paper presents the customer survey component of laboratory customer satisfaction
assessment program (CSAP). Compelling arguments in support of customer satisfaction
surveys can be found in [I&xsler, 1995], [Vavra, 1996], [Kessler, 1996] and [Hayes, 1998].

Section 2 is an overview of the customer s,wvey process. Section 3 discusses the analysis of
cystomer survey data, including a statistical model of the data that C* be used to
annually assess customer satisfaction. Section 4 concludes with some important
implementation issues. The mathematical and statistical details are in Appendix A, and a
copy of the questionnaire is shown in Appendix B. “ -
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PNNL Customer Satisfaction Survey.
general, laboratory performance information is gathered informally from customers.

This informal communication provides PNNL managers with opport&ities to immediately
act on customer needs and is an invaluable component of any CSAP. However,.it does not
provide a quantitative, impartial process for collecting a broad spectrum of feedback: A
formal customer satisfaction survey can be analyzed to detect shifts in performance. This
analysis can initiate laboratory level improvement decisions. The customer satisfaction
questionnaire developed “at PNNL asks customers to assess laboratory performance in the
areas of technical creativity, cost effectiveness, stall responsiveness, technical teaming,
technical experience and maturity, staff satisfaction with the work environment, national
and financial impact laboratory products, visibility of laboratory products, and strategic
national value of laboratory products.

A customer survey can drive some important and positive changes in business operations.
A properly implemented CSAP imposes uniform staff accountability for the quahty of
laboratory products. This can be a marked change in day-t~day operations. A CSAP
clarifies staff roles and responsibilities, and can completely redefine staff performance
expectations. In terms of a customer survey, these impacts are a result of expressed
opinions from customers on how they want “their” laboratory managed.

1
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The core of the customer survey is a statistical analysis of customer answers provided on
questionnaires. The questionnaire reproduced in Appendix B is composed of two major
sections, Strategic Value and Project Performance. The Strategic Value section consists of
five questions that can be answered with a 5-point Likert scale response. The Project
Performance section consists of nine questions that can be answered with a 5-point Likert
scale response. The questionnaire also asks the customer to comment on issues that may
not be represented in these sections. For each returned questionnaire, an average of the
Likert responses is computed for both major sections. These averages are termed the
Stra-tegic Value and the Project Performance composite scores.

At PNNL, the quality of proposed and funded work is managed and maintained by
business unit managers. For each business unit, a number of projects are selected randomly
each year from a list of active projects. Prior to the survey, business unit managers review
the projects for which they are responsible and give a Strategic Value composite score for
each project. This exercise determines, in the opinion of business unit managers, which
projects are aligned with strategic national needs. Projects with low Strategic Value may
include work at the end of important national initiatives or important short-term work.
This activity does not imply that some projects are not important. Rather, it determines
if the laboratory is strategically positioned to contribute to future national initiatives. The
information from this exercise can be compared visually with customer assessment of
Strategic Value. Significant discordance may or may not indicate a need to redirect
marketing and capability development funds. This analysis is discussed further in Section 3.

The statistical model is easily interpreted, is versatile, and effectively contributes to
decisions. The Strategic Value composite is modeled with a ~ distribution. The Project
Performance composite is a simple linear regression on Strategic Value, embedded into a @
distribution — Project Performance = A + p Strategic Value. The ~ distribution models
the fact that Likert composites are bounded (in the interval 1 to 5) and it also can capture
various degrees of skewness in the data. A formal mathematical description of this model is
provided in Appendix A. Example plots of the model follow in Section 3.

The composite scores are used to analyze general laboratory performance and determine
the relationship between Strategic Value and Project Performance. The statistical model
provides the framework to determine if Project Performance is unduly influenced by
Strategic Value and to assess whether the data are consistent with laboratory performance
expectations. The properties of the statistical model can be used to establish a gold
standard or expectation for laboratory performance, and then assess progress. The gold
standard is defined by input from laboratory management. The model is designed with
structure that lends itself to easy interpretation. Linking model structure directly to
understandable descriptions (or attributes) of Strategic Value and Project Performance is
the key to defining a gold standard model. As an example, a pilot survey of customer
satisfaction

1. What

could provide answers to the following questions:

should the average Strategic Value be for the laboratory project portfolio? —

2
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Figure 1: Strategic Value Distribution of Laboratory Portfolio.

4.2

2. What Strategic Value interval should include most of the projects in the laboratory “
portfolio? —3t05

3. What should average Project Performance be for projects with a Strategic Value of
about 2? — 4

4. What should average Project Performance be for projects with a Strategic Value of
about 4? — 4.3

Aplotof thegold standard model serves =afialcheck of tenability. Theplots for this
example are displayed in Figures 1 and 2. These plots are constructed from Equations 1
and 2 in Appendix A.

In summary, the customer survey analysis is composed of an easily interpreted composite
score model, the development of a gold standard model (a laboratory expectation), an
analysis of the agreement between customer and PNNL manager assessments of Strategic
Value, and statistical methods to analyze survey data with the composite score model.
Section 3 demonstrates that customer satisfaction assessment can be based on a “process.
control’) philosophy. This approach is the proper analysis strategy. The gold standard
model effectively defines a lower control limit (LCL) for project performance. With this
LCL, the laboratory is able to objectively identify projects that need extra attention and
to avoid unnecessary disruptions in projects that are meeting or exceeding customer
expectations. An, improvement action plan, grounded on respect for technical staff,
management and customer, can be a welcome catalyst to improve performance. Such plans
often facilitate a dialogue that helps raise performance levels.

3
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Strategic
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Figure 2: Project Performance Distribution for Projects with a Given Strategic Value.
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Customer
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Figure 3: Example scatter plot of customer and PNNL manager assessments of Strategic
Value. The black line is one possible strong coiicordance line. The red lines form a90%
probability region.

However, even the best ofimprovement action plariscan be improperly applied. Many
projects have the staff and solid customer relationship to independently step up to
customer expectations. An improvement action plan directed at these projects may
actually disrupt good customer relations and undermine staff morale. An objective method
for identifying projects that need extra attention is cost effective and healthy for the
morale of the laboratory.

.

3 Data Analysk Strategies

The questionnaires are distributed, according to a statistical survey design, to a random
sample of projects. A random sample protects the analysis from real and perceived bias.
Also, a random sample ensures that resources are available for tasks that will ameliorate
non-response. A high response rate will yield impartial and defensible information. A good
practical resource for statistical survey methods is [Scheaffer et al., 1990].

5
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3.1 Agreement Between Customer and PNNL Business Unit

Manager Assessments of Strategic Value

For each returned questionnaire, the composite scores (average of the Likert responses) are
computed from the Strategic Value and Project Per@rmance questions. The first analysis
studies the agreement between customer and PNNL manager assessments of Strategic
Value. As noted in Section 2, PNNL managers independently review the projects they are
responsible for, and assign a Strategic Vaiue score to each of these projects. Let
Xl, X2, . . ..Xn be the Strategic Value composites from the questionnaires (customers) and
let x~, zj,... ,z~ be the PNNL manager composites. The intent is an analysis that will
determine if there is agreement between the paired Strategic Value composites xi and z:. A
simple scatter plot of x; versus z~ can be used as catalyst for this analysis. Strong
agreement between customer and PNNL manager assessments of Strategic Value will be
evident in a scatter plot with points clustered around a near 45 degree line (slope less than
one). Appendix A provides the statistical framework to construct a comparison line and
region, and the statistical reasons showing the Slopeof a comparison line must be leSS than
one. An example scatter plot, comparison line, and region is given in Figure 3.

A conclusion that leans toward Strategic Value discordance may not be cause for radical
changes in marketing and capability development funds. PNNL managers may have
information beyond the scope of the questionnaire that would lead them to continue to
support certain business strategies. For example, PNNL managers may be key contributors
to strategic national research agendas, and in that capacity have a comprehensive
understanding of strategic national needs. This analysis serves two important functions.
First, it can be used to assess whether laboratory management and customers agree on the
strategic relevance of funded work at PNNL. Second, it can be used as evidence to
motivate a redirection of laboratory marketing and capability development funds.

3.2 Agreement Between the Survey Data and the Gold Standard

Answers to the four questions discussed in Section 2 define the laboratory gold standard. A
simple statistical method can be constructed to determine if annual survey data are
consistent with this standard. Concepts from statistical process control techniques are used
to perform this analysis. Technical details and important assumptions about this
procedure are given in Appendix A. The analysis method presented in this section will
simultaneously test for the compliance of average Project Performance and Project
Performance variability. As discussed in Section 2, the Project Performance composite is
modeled as a simple linear regression on Strategic Vakze. This model provides the ability to
define a pth percentile line, similar to the line Project Performance= A + p Strategic Value.
If the gold standard model is a tenable representation of laboratory performance, no more
than about p~o of the data will be below this line. A statistically large number of points
below this line indicate disagreement with the gold standard model. The PNNL assessment
procedure involves ascribing adjectives to a count of the number of points below the LCL.

6
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Figure 4 illustrates these rating regions. For example, if no more than 6 out of 75
questionnaires have composite scores below the 5t~ percentile line (p = 5), a rating of
Outstanding would be given. In Figure 4, the cross lines of the gold standard model
represent an average target for Project Per~omnance and Strategic Value, the gray line is
Project Performance = A + p Strategic Value, and the gold line is the 5t~ percentile line.
For the ratings figure, the gray region is described as Marginal/Poor, the red region is
described as Good, the blue region is described as Excellent, and the green region is
described as Outstanding.

4 Implementation Issues and Conclusions

By expanding the methods of listening to customers, the laboratory can gain an
understanding of improvements it can implement to better serve its customers. As with
any business, the verbal feedback received from customers is at risk of being lost in the
organization. With a survey tool, the laboratory is able to process the information and
quantitatively pinpoint opportunities for improvement. Also, organizational learning and
strategic decisions are grounded in defensible data analysis. As a result of the CSAP
program, the culture of the laboratory will become keenly focused on customer satisfaction.
By capturing the valuable feedback the customer is providing about performance,
management can look for ways to improve efficiency of operations, service, and product
quality. As a result PNNL can optimize its stewardship of government monies dedicated to
national scientific research and development. Some import ant implementation issues follow.

PNNL has a complex client base and feedback is needed from all segments of this client
base. Funding clients have different perspectives than technical or contracting clients, and
all feedback provides opportunity for improvements. If an adequate customer database
does not exist, a customer survey can be labor intensive. The database must be linked to
financial information and to internal project contacts such as project managers and
relationship managers.

The response rate should be high when collecting feedback from customers. Customers are
not cold-canvas contacts as in surveys where a 4070 response rate is viewed as near optimal.
These individuals, in some instances, are entrusting PNNL with millions of dollars to
complete needed research and development. All projects in the laboratory portfolio are
important. To attain a high response rate, a follow-up process should be implemented as
an integral part of the customer satisfaction survey. An individual trained in phone
interview techniques can call customers who have not responded. This is done with the
approval of the relationship manager for those clients. A follow-up process can provide
valuable insight on the reasons for a poor response rate.

An effective communication mechanism must be in place for reporting results back to the
organization for appropriate action. Managers need to understand what conclusions can
and cannot be drawn from the data received. There is a tendency to formulate conclusions

7
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without a sufficient quantity or quality of data. A comprehensive electronic web page is a
good mechanism for information distribution.

It is important to resist the temptation to begin a survey process without utilizing
statistical survey design. Without a proper statistical design, the true customer satisfaction
baseline cannot be adequately determined and organizational expectations can be poorly
defined. It becomes very difficult to move toward statistical design incrementally because
the organization then fears a large fluctuation in the baseline that will be unexplained. ~
There is then reluctance in the orga~zation to admit that they did not begin with a .
statistical survey design in the first place.
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A Model Development and Statistical Details

A.1 The Composite Scores Model

Let X denote the Stnztegic Value composite, and Y denote the Project Performance
composite from a questiomaire. Because the composites are averages of Likert scores,
1< X < U and Z < Y <24. The composite scores model is derived with the generfllzed /3
distribution. With the functions a(z) and b(z) defined so that E(Y 1X = z) = ~ + PX and

Var(Y IX = “z) = CT2,the model is defined by the probability density functions

r(a+e) (Z– Z)a-l(U–$)o-l ~<z<~; ~>o;~>O

‘X(Z) ‘r(a)r(~) (~_ qa+~-1 ——

.fx(z) =0 Otherwise

(1)

r(a(Z) + b(~)) (~ – .@+l(zf – ~)b@)-l
fYIX(gI) ‘r(a(z))r(~(~)) “Z<y<Zf; a(z) >O; b(z)>O[u_ q4=)+W-1 (2)

~YIX(Y) =0 otherwise

subject to

E(Y]x)= A+pz=(zf-/c)
a(x)

+ L,
a(z) + b(z)

Var(Y IX) = cr2= (U – X)2
a(z)b(z)

(a(z) + b(z))2(a(z) + b(z) + 1)”

The values of Z and 24 are assumed known. For example, Z = 1 and 24= 5 for a
questionnaire based on a 5-point Likert scale. Direct algebraic manipulation gives

a(z) (A +px - Z)((A +pz - Z)(ZJ - A -pz) - az)
=

(u - L)d

/,,z) (u -A - pz)((zf - A- pz)(x+ px - q – 02)
=

(u - Z)C+

Constraints that ensure a(z) >0 and b(z) >0 are

(3)

(4)

10
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A.2 Establishing a Gold Standard

The method of selecting ao, PO,& po, co is developed with an example. Suppose the
laboratory expectation is to have the average Strategic Value of all projects equal to p =4.
Also, most of the projects should have a Strategic Value in the intervzd 3 to 5, which gives
the range R = 5 – 3 = 2. If the mean and standard deviation of the Strategic Value model
are written in terms of Z, U, Z, the Strategic Value laboratory standard is

~. (p - L)((P - L)(U -p) - (7?/4)2)=
(u - L)(R/4)2

~. (u - p)((i?f -p)(p - z) - (7?/4)2)
=

(u - .c)(R/4)2 “

For example,

Cl@=
(4 - 1)((4 - 1)(5 -4) - (2/4)2):825

(5 - 1)(2/4)2 “

PO (5 -4)((5 :4)(4 -1) - (2/4)2)= ~ 75=
(5 - 1)(2/4)2 “ “

(5)

(6)

To identify Ao, po, simply pick two values of Strategic Value, say x’ = 2 and x“ =4. Then
specify average Project Performance at these levels. For example, set the Project
Performance expectations of y’ = 3 and y“ = 4. Solving this system of equations gives.

“– Y’
PO= :,,

—x’ (7)
AI)=Y’:’; : :’?,

and upon substitution, A. = 2, p. = 0.5. These values satisfy the constraint Equations 4.
For Co, O< co < (U – Z)/2 is required — an initial value of cro= (24– Z)/8 should be used.
As laboratory performance is better understood, the value of a. may be mildly reduced.

A.3 Establishing a Standard for Agreement between Customer
and PNNL Business Unit Manager Assessments of strategic.
Value

Let X = VM denote the laboratory Strategic Value composite, and Y = Vc denote the
customer Strategic Value composite. The Strategic Value agreement model is derived with
the generalized ~ distribution. With the functions a(z) and b(x) defined so that
E(Y IX = z) = a. + CYIZand Var(Y ] X = z) = T2, the model is defined by the

“11”
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probability density function

r(a(Z) + b(z)) (y – .@+l(U – v)~(zj-l
fYIX(Y) ‘r(a(~))r(~(~)) .c<y<zf; ct(z)>o; b(z)>o(~_ L-)4+X4-1 (8)

~Ylx(y) =0 Otherwise

subject to

E(YIX=Z) =CYI)+CYIZ=
a(x)

+ L,(u- ‘)U(Z)+b(z)

Var(Y IX) = r2 = (U – 1)2
a(z)b(z)

(a(z) + b(z))2(a(z) + b(z) + 1)”

Direct algebraic manipulation gives

a(z ) = (al)+ CY,X – /c)((al)+ CY,z – .C)(Z4– 04) – Cqz) – 7-2)
(~ – ~)T2

~(z) (u – O@ – CY,z)((u – O@ – CY,z)(ao + Oqz – Q – T’)
(9)

=
(U – ~)T2

Constraints that ensure a(z) >0 and b(~) >0 are

U–L
()< T<~.

This derivation is precisely the same as the composite score derivation in Section Al. The
/? distribution correctly describes the properties of the Strategic Value composites because
of its ability to represent skewness. For a value of VM near U, values of Vc may by also be
near U; however, the Vc values will realistically be skewed toward L Also, for a value of
V~ near Z, values of Vi may by also be near L; however, the Vc values will be skewed
toward U. This observation imposes further constraints on the agreement model (Equation
8) in order to establish a realistic definition of what is meant by agreement. One method to
achieve a realistic model is to require E(Y IX = Z) + r <24 and E(Y IX = z) – ~ > Z.
These constraints imply that

L+7– CV() u–T–f2’o

L
<q<

24”
(11)

The requirement that

L+ T–Cto<Z4– T-C20

L 2/

12
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implies

~o>-T(zf+L)
(u-z)”

(12)

Equations 11 and 12 will provide the constraints that will result in a Strategic Value
agreement model that can realistically represent composite score data. Intuitively, these
constraints state that E(Y IX = U) =24 is unrealistic because this implies an agreement
model with no variability — all the data would need to be tightly packed around the point
(U, 24). Equations 11 and 12 defie agreement in the presence of uncertainty. Under these
constraints, upper and lower boundary lines can be computed that define a (l-p)%
probability region. Data that fall interior to this region would be concordant data. An
example is given in Figure 3.

A.4 Assessing Laboratory Expectations

Equations 1 and 2 define a gold standard model, and Equation 2 effectively defines a lower
control limit (LCL) for project performance. For each given value of X = Z, the pth .
percentile of Y can be computed. This pth percentile line is a lower control limit that
objectively identifies projects that are inconsistent with the defied gold stand~d. TO .
avoid problems with small values of p, (observing very unlikely events) a value of p no
lower than 5 should be used (a 5tk percentile line). Now, define two probability events:

E z A project has composite scores below the LCL

It G A customer satisfaction survey is returned for analysis.
(13)

With a direct application of basic probability,

P(E) = P(E n R) + I’(E n ~)

=P(R)P(E IR) + P(~)P(E I~).
(14)

The primary assumption to this analysis method is that

P(E IR) = ,P(E I~). (15)

Thus, the analysis assumes that returned surveys are a good representation of the true
laboratory performance for all projects in the laboratory portfolio. Also, each project in
the sample is independently selected for inclusion in the survey. The logic of the analysis is
to assume the gold standard model truly represents the performance of the laboratory, and
then see if the survey data are in contradiction. If the gold standard model is the correct
representation of laboratory performance, approximately p~o of the random sample will be
below the LCL by chance alone. For the survey data to contradict the gold standard
model, much more than p% of the random sample needs to be below the LCL. With n’
returned surveys, the number ikf of composite scores below the LCL follows a binomial

13
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distribution with parameters n’ and p (M - binomial(n’, p)). If m of the n’ surveys have
composite scores below the LCL, then compute T = P(A4 z m). The adjectival ratings can
be assigned with the rules

{

n-<0.001 Marginal/Poor

0.001< n <0.008 Good

0.008< n <0.04 Excellent

0.04<77’ Outstanding.

14
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B PNNL Customer Satisfaction Questionnaire

‘1
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Pacific NorthwestNationalLaboratory
Customer Feedback Survey
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Project Title:

Customer Contact Date:

Return Completed Survey by: Aumst 21. 1998

Item Score
123456
JAW Med I-I@ N/A

1. WhyareyouusingPNNL?(Checkallthatapply)
_ NationalReputation
_ Qualityof Staff
_ HighValueProducts
_ Abtityto ProvideTimelyResponse
_ CostEffectiveness
_ InnovativeSolutions
_ Other

Strategic Value: (Whyis thisprojectbeingconducted?)

2. Theinzportanceof thisprojectto achievingyourprogramobjectivesis 000000

3. Thesignificanceof thesuccessor f&re of thisprojeetto achievingyour 000000
rogratnob@ctivesis

4. Thevisibilityof thisprojectis 000000
(low=onlytothoseimmediatelyinvolved,high>national)

5. Thetechnobgical or scientifi impact of thisprojectinitsfieldis 000000

6. Thepotential for cost savings or cost avoidance resultingif tie objectives o 0 0 00 0
Ifthisprojectareachievedis

7. Fromtheitemslistedabove,identifythetopthreeintermsof their 23456
mportance to you.

8. Pleaseprovideanyotherinformationaboutthevalueof theworkperformedunderthisprojeet.
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Item

Project Performance RatePactic NorthwestNationalLaboratory’s
abilityto

9. Understand whattheprojectneedstoachieveandhowtoachieveit

10. Integrate technologies,methodologies,or disciplines that enhance
project performance

11. DepZoy unique skills and capabilities(e.g., key staff and/orproject
manager,facdities, and/or equipment)

12.

13.

14.
and

15.

16.

Deliver productskrvices on time “

Deliver cost-efective productskrvices

Work efledive~ with you, being flexible and responsiveto your needs
expectations

Deliver products thatmeet your expectationsfor quality

Provide new technologies or technicalauuroaches that cau be extended
or further developed -

. .

17. Bring together industriidpmtners with a strong track record in
commercializationof new technologiesor technical approaches

18. Fromthe

1

12
Score

345
HighLow Med

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

00

00

00

00

0. 0

00

00

00

00

listed above,ident@ thetop four items in of‘theirimportance

o

0.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

to you “

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

19. Howdo we comparewith our competitors?

20. Howcanweserveyoubetter?

21. Pleaseprovide any other informationyou would like to share about our products/services(e.g., how do
you rank the intangible benefits of our work such as objectivity,trust commitment how can we
improve?).

r I
I I. .
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Distribution

No. of

-

OFFSITE

L.E. Bradford
Battelle Columbus Office
505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201-2693

R.M. Ecker
Battelle Marine Science Laboratory
1529 W. SequirnBay Road
Sequim, WA 98392

J.W. Smith
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
1 Bethel Valley Road
Building 2001, MS-6055
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6055

ONSITE

DOE-RL

J.K. Erickson
P.W. Kruger

K8-50
S4-45

No. of

Q@

35 Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory

J.F. Adams K8-15
D.N. Anderson (5) K5-12
O.P. Bredt K9-44
R. Carlomusto (5) K1-30
S.R. Cassidy K9-72
G.K. Gerke . . K6-48
D.P. Keeser K5-02
K.J. Kuhl-Klinger K1-33
J.P. LaFernina K1-40
P.X. Linnen K1-43
E.W. Pearson K1-50
L.J. Powell . K1-46
B.A. Pulsipher K5-12
A. Roberts K1-46
R.M. Schwenk K9-78
M.L. Sours (5) K1-30
Moxmation Release Office (7) K1-06


